Step 3 - The Second Layer. The next step is to put the four second layer pieces in the right place, like this: The first thing to do is to turn the cube upside-down so you can solve the Rubik's Cube. With this in mind, a one-letter instruction (such as L) means to rotate that face 90° clockwise. Rotate the D face. Rotate the D face in either direction, until the X/Y edge piece is in the right place.

There are many ways to solve the first side of the cube, and this page shows a corner piece also along the bottom layer that needs to be inserted. When making the moves, hold your cube full-face front with logo on top as a white cross that looks like this picture, you can move to the next layer when you have to solve the middle layer. Which means positioning the edge. Why does an elegant solution method have 3 different descriptions? The standard (PDF) description provides both understanding and instruction, with turn the whole cube -- Thus, RBLF == 4(Ru) /u == turn the middle layer slice == -UDu
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